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We give a characterization of generalized multiparameter resolvents based 
upon a reproducing kernel and asymptotic behavior. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this, the second in a series of two papers (cf. [IO]), we prove our main 
result. Our construction follows along the lines of those of Devinatz [3] and 
Koranyi [5]. We continue to refer to a Hilbert space operator-valued function 
Q(X) as an (m, n)-parameter resohent when it is the product 
m+n 
Q(h) = n: Qj,i j=l 
of m + n commuting one-parameter resolvents Q:j = K(I - KAj)-l acting 
in a space H. Here h is the (m + n) tuple (Xl,..., h”‘fn) and ranges over the 
set J2, 
Q = [C - (R+ u R-)I” x [C - R+]“. 
Further, the last n factors of Q are to be the resolvents of positive self-adjoint 
operators (n = 0 is possible). 
Our earlier paper characterized such an (m, n)-parameter esolvent in terms 
of its restriction S(u) = Q(zX,..., iu”, ~~+l,..., u’“+~) to the subset r- C ~2 
where I’, = Rm x (R* U (0))“. For simplicity we denote this argument of Q 
by [i] U. In this work we seek to characterize generalized (m, n)-parameter 
resolvents Q described as follows. Let H C H be a subspace of H, and let P 
denote the orthogonal projection of H onto H. We refer to H as a dilation 
space of H. A B(H)-valued function Q(X), h E Sz, is a generuked (m, n)-parum- 
eter resolvent if there is an (m, n)-parameter resolvent Q(h) acting in some 
dilation space H of H such that for each x E H 
Q(h) x = PQ(h) x. 
We refer to Q as a dilation of Q and write Q = pr Q. 
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As a direct consequence of these definitions we may state the following. 
THEOREM 1. In order that the B(H)-valued function Q(X), X E !2, admit a 
representation 
valid in the weak operator topology for some multiparameter nonnegative spectral 
function E, in H, it is necessary and sujicient that Q be a generalized (m, n)- 
parameter resolvent. Our notation n X means ny-7 hj, the product of the 
components of the (m + n) tuple A. 
We are therefore led to seek conditions under which such an integral 
representation is valid. For the case of a complex-valued function f(h), 
X E 1;2, one set of conditions utilizes a kernel function. Let S(u) = f ([i]u) be 
the restriction off to r- , and for u1 , u., E r- denote the multidifference of S 
by 
Lqs = 1 (-l)X.“j S(u:., )...) u:;;,. (1) 
k1....,P,+,=1,2 
Using the notation 
u” zzz (u’,..., um+n)* = (-u’,..., -um, um+1,..., zP+n+n), 
define 
K(u, ; ul) = Az*S/P n (uz* - q) (2) 
when no factor in the denominator vanishes. In the event that one or several 
of these factors do vanish, for example when ual = -url, then we define K 
as the limit in any order of the quotient above as the appropriate factors tend 
to zero. This definition is possible because, discarding im, this quotient is 
precisely the difference quotient used to define the various partial derivatives 
of S (and hence also f) so that the limit is in fact the ratio of a multidifference 
for a certain mixed partial derivative of S divided by the product of the 
remaining factors. Thus if ua* = -uri, then 
X (F-1) 
*+W S( -242 ,...) + ( -l)l+zkj S(u,l,...) 
y ~ ~,...,k,+"=1,2 -u*l - u l 1 
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Here as below we use the notation fi to mean certain factors in the product 
are missing when it is clear which factors they are. Also partial derivatives are 
denoted by subscripts as usual. 
The following is a corollary to our main result. 
THEOREM 2. The complex-valued function ,f (A), A E J2, admits the repre- 
sentation 
f(‘) = S,, nj (pi! tjp) da(t) 
for some nonnegative, bounded measure 01 on I+ if and only if f is holomorphic on 
Sz and the restriction S(u) = f ([i]u) satisfies: 
(a) For each subset (k, ,..., k,] C {l,..., m + nj the joint limit 
exists, and L = lim,,, S(u)/? n u > 0, and 
(/3) The kernel K(., .) is of positive type, i.e., 
for all$nite choices u1 ,..., ug E C and a, ,..., au E C. 
1. MAIN THEOREM 
Now let S(U), u E C , be g(H)-valued. Just as before, we may define 
dt;S, Eq. (l), and, if S is sufficiently differentiable, the kernel K(*, .), Eq. (2). 
THEOREM 3. In order that the bounded operator-valued function S(u), 
u E I- , be the restriction of a generalized (m, n)-parameter resolvent Q(h) it is 
necessary and st@cient that S have weakly continuous partial derivatives of up 
to (m + n)th order and satisfy: 
(a) For each subset (k, ,..., k,} C {l,..., m + n} thejoint limit 
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exists in the strong operator topology, and in the special case when the limit 
extends over all the variables, 
lim S(‘) I ---=, 
~0 im n u 
and 
(b) the kernel K(*, .) be ofpositive type, i.e., 
g1 il cm ; %J xz‘p , Xi> 2 0 
for all finite choices u1 ,..., u, E I’- and x1 ,..., x, E H. 
Proof of the theorem. For the necessity of the conditions, assume S is the 
restriction of a generalized resolvent Q; then 
S(u) = pr Q([i]u) = pr S(u) 
for some (m, n)-parameter resolvent Q(h) acting in a dilation space H 3 H 
and S(U) its restriction to C . Moreover we can write 
m+1 
Q(h) = fl Q;i, 
j=l 
where the Qj commute pairwise and each is the resolvent operator of some 
self-adjoint or positive self-adjoint operator acting in H. Thus in the weak 
topology 
and so S is weakly, hence uniformly, analytic. Also, by direct calculation, 
conditions (a) are easily seen to hold. 
To obtain (b) we use the resolvent equation valid for S as in [lo] and have 
W(up , 4 x, Y> = i-""CJJ u2*)Y (n 4-l (S(u,*) SW x, Y>. 
Therefore the first member of the inequality in (b) is equal to 
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= (gl iem (n Uk)-’ S(U,) Xk , f i-“’ (n Uj) S(Ujj byj) 
j=l 
= Ii Fl (J-J ujj-l s(~,) xj 11 3 0. 
For the sufficiency of the conditions, let Ha denote the set of all H-valued 
functions d(a), a E r- , representable in the form 
+(Z) = f K(Z; Uj) Xj ) u~EC,N~EH. 
j=l 
We make Ha into an inner-product space by defining addition and scalar 
multiplication pointwise. The bilinear form of 6(z) with C/J(Z), 
defined by 
(gz), a&); = 5 F (k(Zl, ; ffj) fj ) xl<‘: 
j=l k=l 
is independent of the particular representations of $J and # and satisfies all of 
the requirements of an inner-product (cf. [S]). For example, by applying 
condition (b) first to the pairs u2 , ur E r_ and x2 , xi E H, and second to 
the pairs ua , ut E C and ix, , .ri E H, we find that both 
are real (since clearly (k(u; u) x, x) > 0 is real from (b)). Thus 
from which it follows that k*(ua; ui) = k(ul; ua). Using this relationship it is 
possible to see that the bilinear form is symmetric. 
Let H denote the completion of H,, to a Hilbert space. We may embed H 
in H by identifying x with k(z; 0) X. It is easy to see that this identification is 
linear. That it is also inner-product preserving hinges upon the fact that 
k(0; 0) = I since then 
(k(z; 0) x, k(z; 0) y> = (k(0; 0) x, y) = ,,:A-, y>. 
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To prove the assertion about K(0; 0), first notice that S(U) = 0 if any com- 
ponent of II vanishes. In fact if u1 = 0, for example, then by continuity and (a) 
S(0, u~,...)x = lim 24l F = 0. 
l&O 
Therefore k(0; U) = k(u; 0) = i-“l(n u)-l S(U) and by definition of K(0; 0), 
Eq. (2), we can write 
k(0; )= s-p0 k(u, ; 0) = s-‘,‘eo imyf; )= I. 2 2 
The orthogonal projection P of H onto His given by 
Pk(z; U) Y = k(0; U) x = z+(n u)-’ S(U) x E H. (3) 
This follows, since 
(Pk(z; 24) X, k(z; 0) y) = (k(z; 24) X, k(z; 0) y) = (K(0; 24) X, y), 
Next define Adk(z; U) x for u1 # 0 to be 
(z-u’)-’ [k(z; 24) x - k(z; 0,242 )..., U-q x]. 
We show that A,l is a well-defined symmetric operator having a self-adjoint 
extension Al. Also it is easily verified that 
(I - iLY&y k(z; a, 242 )..., zP+y x = k(z; 0, 242 )...) U”‘+n) x. 
For ur and U, with url # 0, ~2 # 0, 
(Aolk(z; u&,&; ~21~) - (4~; 4x, AoW; 4~) 





--iu,l <k(? Ul).? k(x; U2)Y> - $ w; 4x, kc? 0, U22,...)Y)] 
= ( & + &) (442 ; a, Y> 1 21 
- [& <k(u, ; 0, u12,...)x, ri + k W, Use,..., udxY)]. 
1 2l 
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The second term in the last equation is given bv 
1 IL:, ,...* k,+n=1,2 (-l)e+Ckj <S(--uzl,...b, Y) 
iu,’ (-i)” upl(u; + U,“) . . . (qfn - q+‘“) 
u2l t l1 
(SIU~~)(U~~) (-i)“’ (24; + ull) ... 
+ C (-l)l+r,kj (S(u,l,... 
k,....=l,E2 
h,-1 
-= u21 + %l (k(U? ; q)&y, y> = 
( 
1 1 - -L - 
(iul’) u21 iu,’ iu,l ! !k(u2 ; u&9 Y>. 
Thus the original equation vanishes, and the Hermitian property holds for 
the case that no denominator vanishes. But the special cases in which some 
factors in the denominator vanish can be treated as limiting cases of the above. 
Hence A,l is Hermitian. 
It will follow that A,,1 is well defined and symmetric if its domain, extended 
to a linear manifold, is dense. But 
k(z; 0, uz,...* u”+n)x = li”o k(z; u)x, * 
where the limit is taken in the H topology. This is seen as follows. By the 
assumption of continuity on the partial derivatives of S we see that 
ljno (k(u; u)x, x? == (k(0, u2 ,..., u’“fn; 0, d . . . . . u”‘+“)x, x>, 
where, bv definition, the second member is 
lim lim ... u2 u” u’+o t,mil,um+l t,mljn&k(u, ,..., u”‘, z”“~~ ,..., v”‘fn; 0, ,..., u’=+“)x, x, 
= lim((u’, 
If’+0 
u2 zP’+“; 0, ,..., u2 ,..., zPin)x, x‘:. 
Hence 
I! k(a; 0, u? ,..., u”~+~) .Y - k(z; u) .T Is’? 
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vanishes as u1 tends to zero. Therefore 9(H,,l) 3 H, = H. To see that As1 
is well defined, let 4(z) = xz, k( z; ui) xj = 0; that is, C+(Z) is a representation 
of the zero function. Then for all d(z) = k(z; V) y, 
Moreover, this calculation holds for all linear combinations of such functions, 
that is, for all I&Z) E H, . But Ha is dense in H so that we must have 
A,‘&) = 0. Thus A,,r is well defined. 
Next we show that the range of (I - icA,r) is dense for (Y = &I. Then the 
defect numbers of Aa1 are the same, namely zero, and the closure A1 of Aa is 
self-adjoint. But 
(I - icA$) [ 
iak(z; a, u2 ,... )x - idk(s; u)x 
ia - id 1 = k(z; u)x. 
In fact the left-hand side is 
iak(z; 01, zS,...)x - idk(z; u)x 
iol - id 
iff - 
ia - id [ [ + 
k(z; a, ~2 ,... )x - k(z; o, ~2 ,... )x] 
- $ [k(z; u)x - k(z; 0, G,...)x]] 
id@; OL, u2,...)x - idk(2; 24)x = 
iar - id 
- ia Fiul [k(z; a, u2,...)x - k(z; u)x] 
zz ; 1;: k(z; u)x = k(z; u)x. 
This calculation holds for each u E I’- for which u1 # 0. Therefore 
cl(ran(1 - icu&l) 3 cl@-&,) = H and the assertion follows. 
In an entirely analogus manner we define the self-adjoint operator AP, 
2 <p < m + n, as the closure of the linear extension of the mapping 
k(z; u) x -+ ([i], uP)-l [k(z; u) x - k(z; . . . . up--l, 0, un+l,...) x] 
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defined for u E r- for which UP f 0. Here [i], means i or 1 depending on 
whether p < m or p > m + 1. Just as above we find that 
(I - [i], CUAP) k(z; . . . . U”-l, LZ, &‘,-l, . ..) s 
= k(z; . . ., +1, 0, UP+1 , . ..) s. 
(4) 
The case m + 1 <p < m + n requires special consideration, but the 
argument given in [5] applies here to show that AP is positive self-adjoint. 
The main points are as follows. As above, A,, A’ is well defined and svmmetric. 
For any conjugation J in H, the mapping 
J @ k(z; uj) xi) = c k(z; uj) Jxj 
determines a conjugation in H. Moreover, A,, 1’ is real with respect to this 
conjugation and so has a self adjoint extension A”. The formula 
up--l, a, &i-l, . ..) s - u”k(z; u) .t 
a - u1’ I 
= k(z; u) s 
is easily verified and leads to the equation 
(S(u) x, “Y) = iT (PQ;,k(z; 6) X, k(z; 0) .Y:) 
-s 
- m jl,l &Et+; a) x, s\; 
-n; 1 - tup 
valid for u E r- and x E H. Here Q” is the resolvent operator and En the 
resolution of the identity for AD and ti == (..., up-l, 0, UP+~, ...). Since S is 
bounded, the integrator in this equation must vanish for t < 0 for each 
u E C and x E H. But since 
(I - &‘A”)-’ k(z; ii) s = k(z; u) .\‘, 
the elements Et”k(z; 6) N span H so that E,P is constant for t < 0. 
We now show that all the operators AP commute pairwise-by which we 
mean their spectral functions commute. For this purpose it is only necessary 
to see that their resolvents commute pairwise at some point of the resolvent 
set. For then the inverses of these resolvents commute and hence also the 
operators themselves. But a straightforward calculation shows that, for 
arbitrary 1 <p, q .(_ m + II, 
Q,gQBqk(z; u) x = QBQQo”k(z; u) s. 
409/5412-17 
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Then the commutativity immediately extends to I-&, . However, these resolv- 
ents are bounded and it follows that they commute on all of H. 
Finally, from Eqs. (3) and (4) we have 
m+n 
P n Q&,,k(z; 0) X = P(@ n uk(z; U) X) 
j-1 
= i*qI u) k(0; u) x = S(u) x. 
This shows S(U) is the restriction of a generalized (m, n)-parameter resolvent 
and the proof is complete. 
2. GENERALIZED RESOLVENTS 
The following are now easy consequences of the main theorem. 
THEOREM 4. In order that a g(H)-valued function Q(h), h E Sz, be a 
generalized (m, n)-parameter esolvent it is necessary and suj%ient that Q be 
holomorphic on D and that its restriction S(u) = Q([i] u) satisfy (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 3. 
Proof. This follows immediately since a holomorphic function on S2 is 
uniquely determined by its values on r- . 
THEOREM 5. In order that a B(H)-valued function S(u), u E P- , admit a 
representation 
valid in the weak operator topology for some multiparameter spectral function I?, 
in H, it is necessary and ss@cient that S have weakly continuous partial deriva- 
tives of up to (m + n)th order and satisfy? (a) and (b) of Theorem 3. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The necessity of the conditions is straightforward. For sufficiency, if 
L = 0, then by (8) f is identically zero so a(t) = 0 suffices. Otherwise put 
g = f/L or equivalently assume without loss of generality that L = 1. In the 
space H = C define Q(X) by 
Q(A) x = f (A) x. 
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The conditions imply that Q is a generalized (m, n)-parameter resolvent and 
so 
f(h) = (Q(A) 1, 1) = Jr+ &&qdc”, 1, 1:;. 
3 
Take a(t) = (E,l, l>. 
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